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FOREWORD

The Commission on Human Relations is pleased to publish this timely
document, "Studies of School Desegregation and Achievement: A Summary." The report
is the result of a careful, up-to -date search and evaluation of the relevant scholarly
literature on the relationship between school desegregation and school achievement.

Dr. Morris I. Berkowitz prepared this report in his capacity as Consultant
to the Office of Research of the Pittsburgh Board of Public Education. The study
was requested and supported by the Board, and formally submitted to them in
March 1967.

Dr. Berkowitz serves on the faculty of the Department of Sociology of the
University of Pittsburgh, where his teaching specialties include social research
methodology. He is presently on leave of absence from the University to serve as
Lecturer in Sociology at a university in the British Crown Colony of Hong Kong.

The Commission on Human Relations is happy to publish this study as a
community service, in accordance with its mandate to "conduct educational and other
programs to promote the equal rights and opportunities of all persons" and to "issue
publications and reports of investigation and research in the field of human
relations." The Commission believes that the publication of this factual and
authoritative document can make a useful contribution to the current discussion
of how and when to desegregate the public schools of Pittsburgh.

May 1967

Pittsburgh, Pennf4lvania

7.7

David B. Washington
Executive Director
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The probleTs of under-acHvement of Ner,,r() and f:)ther mincrity group

children in the public se:hods of the Uned Statos are toe well known to demand

further documentation. Two recent stuerl, Coleman (8) and the Un3ted States

Ci=mission en Civil Rights (52), are o.:1y ;he Iaat of a convincing series of

doeumen"-c. Maly va.-"P",eq hg -plira3.ior,.. th4(-,
o 4 .1 t., C _ /.0 _ 1A3110U

At least one of these is no longer tenable and is discounted in this paper: the

explanation of these diffele,:i.ifFals the basis nf inYel.ent interectual inferi

ovity of Negroes. The brilliant da:ra analysis of Pettigrew (42) ls thoroughly

convincing on this score, as is the wcrk of Klineberg (31) and the statement of

.18 prwinent sociai. scientists as reportec: the Research Rerorts of th4. Anti-

Defamation League (37). The position taken in.this paper is substantially the

same as that taken in Klineberg when he says!

I can only conclude that there is no nxientifically acceptable
evidence for the view that ethnic groups differ in innate
abilities. This is not the same as saying that there are no
ethnic differences in such abilities (31, p. 202)

The inference frets above muss; be that the causes of Negro inferiority

in school performance must b-) scuaht in c'.;:r.ov variable clusters. Those that have

been examine in some depth hare been the social, the nsychological, and the

organic, particularly health and nourishm,:mt in the last instance. This paper

will explore primarily the factors rather than the other two although some

mention will be made of the rsychcloF7ical.

mmummimmemmilimmernommilwrommoramdmilmommlimam

Note: Numbers in parentheses refer to numbered items in the bibliography
appended to this document.
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The second major assumption of this paper is that data drawn from places

other than northern urban areas must be looked at suspiciously, in terms of their

relevance for Pittsburgh. Data from the American South are particularly unlikely

to have much relevance to the Urban North. This is true, of course, because of

the differences in cultural traditions between areas of the country, as well as

the differences in the numbers of Negroes in the public schools in rural and urban

areas in the North.

II. Results of National Surve Research Studies

In the past two years, two major research studies have been published

whose major focus has been on equalizing educational opportunities for Negroes

and other minority group members. The first of these, published in August 1966,

was sponsored by the U. S. Office of Education and done under the direction of

James S. Coleman, and is hereafter referred to as. the Coleman Report (8). The

second was done by the U. S. Commission on Civil Rights and released in February

of 1967 (52).

The Coleman Report, entitled Equality of Educational Opportunity, surveys

600,000 students attending 4,000 schools and also reports on the characteristics

of the teachers and principals of those schools. Students studied were in

grades 1, 3, 6, 9, and 12.

In addition to documenting the huge amount of racial segregation in the

schools, the report also finds that schools for minority group children are

slightly (but not impressively) inferior in terms of facilities (laboratories and

libraries) and teachers (in terms of verbal facility tests). Coleman concludes

that "differences between schools account'for only a small fraction of differences

in pupil achievement" (8, p. 22). Coleman then points out that the variables

xe
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which seem to matter in the outcome of education are:

1. The peer group culture--that is, the interest of students
in the school in achieving within the school environment.

2. The social class composition of the school has an important
effect on achievement: Negroes do far better in schools
where there is a broad spectrum of socio-economic background
represented.

ti

3. Good teachers have a far greater impact on poor students
than they do on wealthy students, and this seems to be
particularly so for Negroes.

4. The self-image of the student is important in his school
achievement: where he feels himself to be in control of
his own future and has a sense of self-worth, educational
achievement improves.

Overall, however, this is a disappointing report. It concerns itself

primarily with first-order data tabulations and does surprisingly little with more

sophisticated analytic tools, such as multivariate analysis. With the total in-

vestment required to assemble 600,000 cases, it seems justified to be concerned

with the lack of further depth analysis. The best review of the Coleman Report is

contained in the Newsletter of the National Committee for Support of the Public

Schools.(45).

The Civil Rights Commission Report, entitled Racial Isolation in the

Public Schools, remedies the problems of the Coleman Report because, not only

does it contain a wealth of new materials, but it is essentially a re-analysis of

the Coleman data. In fact, this is a scientifically elegant report - -the data

analysis seems faultless, the marshalling of earlier work is substantial and

impressive, and the synthesis of the materials is handsomely done. It makes more

out of data than almost all other work in this field and will be reviewed carefully

here.

In Chapter 1, the Civil Rights Commission Report documents once again

the extent of racial isolation in the schools and tries to show the context in

a-tF, Fjri
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which this has occurred. During the course of this discussion they document with

tabular materials (many of them inconveniently contained in Volume 2, the appendix

to the report) that attendance at school does nothing to close the educational gap

between Negroes and whites, but indeed, as school goes on, the gap tends to widen;

that is, there is a smaller difference between Negroes and whites in the third

grade than in the sixth (52, p. 14). Chapter 2 examines the causes of racial

isolation in some detail, and on pages 84ff. documents again the importance of the

social class of origin of the students and the nature of their peer groups as the

single most important factor in school success. They do not conclude the argument

here, however, and through some clever data manipulation demonstrate two very

important findings:

1. In an attempt to isolate race and social class, they
examine integrated schools where the attendees have
low socio-economic status. In these schools Negro
achievement is at a full grade level higher than it
is in low socio-economic level segregated schools;

2. When schools are integrated with low socio-economic
status (SES) Negroes and higher socio-economic status
whites, Negro achievement averages two grade levels
,better than in segregated schools (52, p. 89ff).

This is an important finding in that it is extremely difficult in most

studies to disentangle race and class, particularly since most Negroes are lower

Alms, and, as the Coleman study indicates, 40 per cent of all middle class Negroes

go to private schools. These findings indicate quite clearly that in schools with

high concentrations of low SES Negro students (as opposed to integrated schools

which are still low in SES), the important variable is segregation and not social

class.

This finding is followed on page 97 with another analysis which reveals

that for Negro students to succeed the presence of both good teachers and high SES

students is necessary, but being in schools where a majority of the students are

,
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white is more important than teacher quality. A careful analysis (pp. 102-103)

clearly shows that these results do not come about because of the selectivity of

Negro students who find themselires in these situations.

Continuing on page 107, it is shown that the length of time in segregated

surroundings is bound to have a profound effect. The longer the Negro student

spends in segregated situations, the further behind he falls; the longer he spends

in integrated situations, the greater improvement he shows.

It (a figure) shows a consistent trend toward higher academic
performance for Negro students the longer they are in school
with whites. By contrast there is a growing deficit for Negroes
who remain in racially isolated schools. The trend in most cases
is maintained whatever the students' family background or the
social class level of their classmates (52, pp., 107-108).

Further data (not taken from the Coleman study) reveal that the differ-

ences do not end with the end of school. Negro children with equivalent educa-

tional years completed get better jobs and higher incomes if they come from

integrated schools rather than segregated schools (52, pp. 108-109).

The report then analyzes compensatory education programs and compares

the results of these programs with desegregation. It analyzes four of these

programs, including the Higher Horizons Program in New York, the Philadelphia

program, and the Banneker program in St. Louis. In all cases the report finds

negligible, if any, impact of compensatory education programs on students'

achievement. Unfortunately it does not review findings about student morale,

self-image, etc. The report also shows that the Higher Horizons Program was based

upon a successful program in New York called the Demonstration Guidance Program,

as reported in Wrightstone (60) and by the Board of Education (4). This is an

interesting paradox.in that the demonstration project worked and the massive

project did not. Unnoticed by the Civil Rights Commission Report is that in the

demonstration study the students went from a segregated grade school to an



integrated high school, while in the Higher Horizon Program the vast majority of

children went from segregated grade schools to segregated high schools.

The Banneker program is reported to have had initial success in raising

achievement levels in segregated schools (for the first six months), but after

that the gains were lost and the program failed to produce any gains in achievement

at all. This evidence is reviewed on pages 124-127. All of these programs were

in the range of an extra investment in each student of $20-$60 per year.

On pages 128ff., the Report reviews some school systems in which there

has been simultaneous use of both integration (usually through busing) and com-

pensatory education in the segregated schools. The findings are:

1. In Syracuse, New York, bused students doubled the rates of
achievement of students participating in compensatory
education programs.

2. In Berkeley, California, bused students were compared to
students with compensatory programs (the bused students
were in more crowded classrooms). With no special
programs, the bused students did better.

3. In Seattle, Washington, the same results as in 2 were observed.

4. In Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, the "Educational Improvement
Plan" produced no measureable improvement in student per-
formance, but a matched sample of children bused into
integrated situations showed marked improvement in attainment.

These data are all summarized on page 140, by stating that, "...the

evidence reviewed here strongly suggests that compensatory programs are not likely

to succeed in racially and socially isolated school environments."

Farther analysis of these data, and others, provides supporting findings

which are not directly relevant to the purposes of this paper. A review of the

methodology of the Civil Rights Commission Report, however, would seem appropriate.

First, the data are drawn largely from the Coleman work, reported

earlier, and all of the survey reports analyzed in the Civil Rights Commission

, tr.. rr..r re_ 4.1-At.; , ,
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Report are drawn from a re-analysis of those data. Although this writer has not

had completely adequate time to analyze the methods used, it is apparent that they

are in no sense inadequate or inappropriate to the data at hand. What is done is

essentially a recombination of appropriate pieces of data in order to isolate

specific and carefully defined populations, with the pdrpose of controlling for as

many other variables as possible in the detailed analyses. This kind of analysis

is the only justification for a sample of this size, in any case. The sample size

allows the writers to "zero in" on small populations which would be represented by

too small numbers of people in small-scale studies; for example, lower-class

Negroes in integrated classes with lower-class whites, as compared to lower-class

Negroes integrated with middle-class whites. This kind of procedure allows the

effective isolation of race and class effects with far more success than the

statistical separation on the basis of covariance analysis (for example), which

only allows analysis on the basis of an arbitrary analytic model and can be diffi-

cult to interpret.

In addition to this highly sophisticated analysis, the Civil Rights

Commission Report also uses data from a detailed study of students in Richmond,

California, a study of recent high school graduates, and two broad-guaged surveys

(done by the National Opinion Research Center of the University of Chicago) of

Negro and white adults. Too little of the methodological data concerning the

items is presented in the Appendix to warrant an immediate judgment as to the

quality and reliability of these data, However, NORC at Chicago has a world-

renowned reputation and its results must be accepted at face value. The other

studies were done by reputable scholars and should be accepted pending further

knowledge of the techniques used and analytic work done.

In addition ti) the four data components, the Civil Rights Commission
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volume is informed by a thorough and systematic literature review and synthesis.

This serves to give a dimension of case study knowledge to the Report and enriches

it. All told it is an excellent example of scholarly work and should be highly

recommended reading for anyone actively involved in working with the public

schools: indeed, it completely supercedes previously available materials, in-

cluding the Coleman Report.

III. Detailed Studies of Dese e ated Education

With all its completeness, the Civil Rights Commission Report does not

cover all of the available literature regarding the impact of desegregation. Nor

will this report, but we will add several more important studies, mostly of

the case study type, to the already reviewed materials. This work was much aided

by two earlier articles, one by Katz, presented in 1964 (29) and the other by

Weinberg, 1965 (54). The Katz review concentrates primarily on psychological

aspects of desegregation, using such categories as "threat, social facilitation,

competition," and the like. Katz also uses materials drawn largely from southern

schools which reveal many more problem areas in desegregation than does the Civil

Rights Commission Report. The sample for the latter report was weighted heavily

from the northeastern United States. Katz presents findings from North Carolina,

Nashville, Tennessee, and other southern locations as well as laboratory work with

both animals and people. On the basis of the evidence available to him, he

concludes:

1. Standards of Negro schools should be raised so that
integrated students will have a better chance of success.

2. Parents should be brought into school programs and their
aid enlisted.

3. Integrated schools need in-service training for teachers.
yt
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4. Ability grouping within schools shoed }be libantloned

or seriously modified because it tends ito "'freeze
teachers' expectations as well as thildrees coven
self-images."

5. Desegregation should proceed from 'the lowest grade' ss
the highest to optimize chances of :success ((29,, 397/)..

Because of the heavy weighting in this review of south= studifiesn

generalization to northern urban environments would (dangerous and umwartrunteit

In any case, even on the basis of this evidence, :Katz :is iuntiblie to =arra ostorlIal-

sion about an absolute effect of desegregation onadhievement US6 /)(11.,

The Weinberg review encompasses a far wider ramp of data than canes that

of Katz, and is far more concerned with data on adhievement tlen width tbonnettliate

materials on the impact of personality on desegregation. at isit as a resat* acne

pertinent to our inquiry. Weinberg finds the data convinclnz with to 110011E4

state, "We now know that children in non-segregated :sdhoolslqaarn rmoxte than

(other or the same) children in segregated schools" (54 :13. 20). fliEis andhusilamm

was, in this author's judgment, premature in 1965. :Fdilowillg it3 1117711.1

Commission Report, it may now be justified. We will now tbriefaff :mow some ardr title

evidence used by both Weinberg and Katz, as well as some additional \work.

Goldblatt and Tyson (18) found that, in a sdhoel desestmpteal Mar cam

, school year in New York City, "both Negro and Puerto :Rican tudelits wane mrane

expressive in classes in which they were a minority than a imajority. \Alta 1:031111.--

Puerto Ricans showed an opposite tendency."

In New Rochelle, New York, a group of Negro .students 4:.1 4g '4. 44 tag

segregated schools were matched with a non-transferred group, and &heir madding

test scores compared. The transferred students achieved stibttantiallsy Ihtigtber

scores (59).

In Chicago, Hauser found that among sixth-grade students IWO',

on the word knowledge section of the Metropolitan Adhievement Igest ware litignrar lim

=MS
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intevatedi schools than in Negro schools, but not as high as in white schools.
The resets also varied by social class, as shown in the following table repro -
d ircedi film Weinberg (54) .

Race. Class and Achievement in Chicago Schools, 1961

Neighborhood

Fiducation, Status

rducation Status

Law: Erdhoationl Status

White
School

600

5.5

5.0

Integrated
School

5.0

4.5

4.o

Negro
School

5.0

4.0

3.0

Lesser, et al., in a massive study in New York City (covering 5 years
andi Lica students) found that "children in more integrated schools and neighbOrhoode

redla' superior achievement with respect to verbal ability, reason.
lingo mune-rice" ability, and space conceptualization." He went on to say, in
mancluzion,, "When. children attend racially-imbalanced schools, their measured
meatze abilities are significantly inferior to the abilities of children who
attandt racially-balanced schools" (33).

Samuels, as reported in dissertation abstracts, discovered that Negro
stu;dents are ahead in Negro schools during grades 1 and 2, and that one year of
dermenegation). does not close the gap. In the second year, desegregated Negroes
dinriinedshedt the gap between themselves and whites, and by grade 3 Negroes in de-
sevegatedt schools were well ahead of their segregated age-mates (47). (Caution
lit interpretation is called for--it is not clear where these data were collected.)

Social class in this table is indicated by the level of educationalattainment off the: parents.

4 '4,....-444,-44,4,4

.;,...CJ



In' another dissertation, Negro students in Jackson, Midhigan, gained an

average of 6.88 points on a standard IQ test and whites gained 1.87 points after

desegregation. The author cautiously attributes this to a change in the guidance

system as well as to desegregation (30).

Wey restudied in 1963 some of the 70 schools he had studied in 1958 and

concluded that the fears of the teachers and administrators that academic standards

would have to be lowered in formerly all-white schools were not borne out. Indeed,

"administrators and teachers stated over and over that they had a better institu-

tional program now than they had before desegregation began" (57).

Eleven southern school administrators meeting in Nashville discussed

academic standards after desegregation. Two claimed that desegregation had re-

sulted in lower standards, nine said this was not the case. "All noted the

initial lag of Negro students but most observed that special measures had in-

variably led to improvement" (51).

Hansen, looking at desegregation in the District of Columbia after five

years, found both whites and Negroes doing better than they had in the previous

five-year period (21, 22, 23).

Kaplan, in another study in New Rochelle, New York, found mixed results

of integration. For the most part, integration improved both motivation and

performance of Negroes, but a few Negroes transferred to a very wealthy white

school (average income $251000) seemed to lose motivation and gave up trying to

compete at all. Overall, although the Negro students improved, 89 per cent were

in the bottom quarter of the class (28).

New York City parents were interviewed following a bus transfer from

East Harlem to the Yorkville district which resulted in desegregation. The

parents participated voluntarily and reported impressive improvement in conduct,

attendance, interest in school, and work habits (44).

, . ,
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An advisory committee of the Ma57.ilchusetts State Board of Education

surveyed data relevant to their state and concluded:

"White and Negro children make sqbatantial gains in achievement
as a result-of integration" p.

A final study to be reviewed is one just recently made available by the

New York City schools. It concerns the outcome of an experiment in Queens Borough

in which eight schools were "paired" in order to equalize racial distributions' in

them. Each school of a pair was assigned either the lower or higher elementary

grades. The pairing took place in school year 1964-65 and the evaluation was con-

ducted at the end of the 1965-66 school year. Substantial supplementation of

services to the integrated schools was made available, including extra teachers,

guidance personnel, and administratcra The total increase in cost, after initial

"getting started" costs are eliminated, was 6.78 per cent (38, p. 17).

A sophisticated analysis of student accomplishment revealed that:

...the main finding concerning achievement is that pupils
in all schools demonstrated an improved standing in relation
to national norms at the end of the experimental period. Very
frequently the improvement attained exceeded the expected gains
based upon national norms (32, 13. 38)..

This experiment in New Ywk is noteworthy for at least two reasons:

(1) the School Board intends to continue and expand the program due to its marked

academic success, and (2) poor corm:nit:7 preparation resulted in some unfortunate

publicity and interference in the -,1-,rosram by white parents, including the estab-

lishment of some private schools. A menber of the local school board involved

informed me that most of the private schools have since closed and many of the

students are back in the public schools. All of the school supervisors' views

mentioned in the study stress the importance of adequate community prepara-

tion (38, p. 19).
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IV. Summary and Conclusions

A. The weight of the evidence is so overwhelming that, in northern urban

areas at least, school integration of more than token variety will produce

a decided improvement in Negro achievement, close the educational gap between

whites and Negroes, and also serve to improve the social-psychological well-

being of Negroes. "All of these social-psychological considerations point

to the necessity for racially-balanced education from the beginning of the

formal educational process (1, p. 99)."

B. In no study has it been shown (or even suggested) that the accomplish-

ment of white students is in any way damaged by integration. In those few

studies where it has been studied, white accomplishment either improves or

does not change. The above report does not point out those places where this

is found because of the uniformity of the finding. The point is made in both

the Coleman Report (8) and the Civil Rights Commission Report (52), as well

as others.

C. Both the Civil Rights Commission Report and several community studies

question the academic value of compensatory education programs at their

present level of funding. The present evidence is sufficient to conclude

that compensatory education may have positive educational value at increased

levels of funding, but is not having any marked positive effect now.

D. The evidence is very strong that racial segregation is more important

than class segregation in depressing Negro educational attainment; even

integration of lower socio-economic status groups improves educational attain-

ment.

B. "Negro children suffer serious harm when their education takes place in

public schools which are racially segregated, whatever the source of such

segregation" (52, p. 193).,

\
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